
• Samples with gene mutations < original sample size

• Red => presence of mutated gene in cancer
• Green => absence of mutated gene in cancer
• Some mutated genes are more cancer-specific than others (bands of red)
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Cancer has become a popular research topic as more and more people die of cancer 
and the situation involving it becomes graver. A gene panel is set up so that the 
mutations found in the patients are listed out, compared, and selected to represent the 
largest number of patients. By finding the mutations correlated to cancer, we can 
facilitate early cancer detection, potentially saving lives. The development of liquid 
biopsy and the CAPP-Seq method are more effective than traditional techniques, and 
through the use of public data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and cBioPortal, we 
can expand on previous research and create optimal gene panels. DNA can be sequenced 
in just a few drops of blood through liquid biopsy, and the CAPP-Seq method (Cancer 
Personalized Profiling by deep Sequencing) can be implemented to more successfully find 
mutations. Since the traditional technique of (tissue) biopsy involves many risks and 
factors that may influence the result, most scientists and clinicians have now adopted the 
newer approaches. 

How can optimal gene panels be designed for early cancer detection? Our goal in this 
study was to generate effective gene panels that cover the smallest number of mutations 
and the greatest number of patients. 

We addressed the cancers with the highest number of new cases and death rates, 
including lung, breast, prostate, colon, ovarian, kidney, liver, skin, stomach, brain, 
thyroid, as well as head and neck cancer. For each cancer type, we aimed to design a 
cancer-specific gene panel. 
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1. Downloaded data of 12 cancers (lung, breast, prostate, colorectal, ovarian, kidney, liver, skin, 
stomach, brain, thyroid, head & neck) from TCGA/Firehose (https://tcga-
data.nci.nih.gov/tcga/, https://confluence.broadinstitute.org/display/GDAC/Dashboard-
Stddata) and cBioPortal (http://www.cbioportal.org/)

2. Processed downloaded data
TCGA/Firehose

Combined original data into one file for unique genes and one file for samples
cBioPortal

Combined original data into one file for unique genes and one file for samples
Combined all original data

3. Generated matrices
TCGA/Firehose

0,1 matrix: 0,1 matrix for all TCGA data
cBioPortal

Frequency matrix of individual original files put together: gene frequency matrix
0,1 matrix: 0,1 matrix for all cBioPortal data
Number matrix of original files: matrix denoting the combined # of times the gene 
mutation appears across samples of all original files

4. Dynamic searching/algorithm
Employed Perl and R programming languages
Arranged genes by cover sizes from largest to smallest à select largest
Use tiebreaking code set to different conditions to choose specific gene from tie

5. Data Presentation
Heatmap & gene-drug network
Table of gene lists for each cancer type with identification of cancer genes and druggable 
genes

2. Gene Mutations in Subjects

3. Total Number of Mutated Genes for Each Cancer Type

• Obtained number of mutated genes in each cancer type from downloaded data 
through computer programming

4. Frequency of Gene Mutations in Cancers as Represented in a Heatmap

We have designed a gene panel for the 12 cancers we investigated that covers the greatest 
number of mutated genes and the least number of patients. These genes can then be used as 
biomarkers in liquid biopsy to help identify the early stages of cancer. Another real-world 
application includes detecting circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in patients’ blood to match gene 
mutations included in the patients to our gene lists, which acts as a potential indicator of 
cancer. 

In clinical applications, digital PCR or targeted sequencing is employed to capture 
mutations in genes. One consideration is the cost of the assay, which needs to reach a 
compromise between the number of genes and patients covered and the pricing of the tests. 
Therefore, further optimization is needed to get the best trade-off between these two factors. 
This can be achieved by possibly lowering the percentage of coverage (ex. From 100% to 90% 
or even lower). 

We have found a list of mutated genes for each of the 12 cancers addressed in this study. 
The varying lengths of these lists indicate the presence of heterogeneity in each cancer. For 
example, in breast cancer, there were 142 genes selected to cover the patients. This is 
consistent with the biology of the cancer since many subtypes of this cancer are involved, 
including Luminal A, Luminal B, triple negative/basal-like, and HER2. On the other hand, 
colorectal cancer’s list only consists of 12 genes, suggesting that this cancer is more 
homogeneous than other cancer types investigated in this study. 

In this study, we used dynamic searching and algorithm to find common and rare genes. 
We can accomplish this by arranging the mutation rates of genes in each cancer. For example, 
the mutation rates of TP53 in each of the cancer types are: ovarian (274/315=0.8698412) > 
head and neck (270/384=0.703125) > stomach (210/437=0.4805491) > lung 
(276/602=0.4584717) > liver (144/447=0.3221476) > breast (392/1230=0.3186991) > 
prostate (130/662=0.1963746) > colorectal (63/433=0.1454965) > kidney 
(6/679=0.0088365) > thyroid (2/393=0.005089). Mutations in TP53 are common and cover 
many patients, but there are some other genes that only cover one patient in each tumor type. 
This is because mutations of these genes are rare. 

To further distinguish among the cancer types, we can categorize genes as druggable or 
not. For example, FDA has approved the drugs vemurafenib and dabrafenib to treat melanoma 
patients; these drugs target the gene BRAF at amino acid position number 600 where the 
normal valine is replaced by glutamic acid. BRAF mutation occurs in 6 out of 12 tumor types 
investigated (including brain, colorectal, lung, prostate, skin, and thyroid), so we can assume 
that the drugs can be applied in other cancers as well. 

As the cancer dilemma grows, new measures must be taken to prevent and treat the 
disease. Future research directions include extending what we have done in this project to 
other cancers, which would allow us to find similarities among the gene mutations and more 
effectively detect cancer in its early stages. We can also focus on the most common genes; if 
trends in behavior are found, we can then target the disease. 

•Bold => documented in COSMIC (Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer)
•Italicized => documented in DGIdb (The Drug Gene Interaction Database) as druggable
•“Total Gene Count” => number of genes related to cancer types determined through 

Dynamic Searching Algorithm (DSA)
For complete list of genes, see supplementary materials. 

1. Genes Related to Cancers (Effective Gene Panel)
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Output & Data Presentation
Gene list for each cancer type Heatmap

Algorithm Implementation
Conduct dynamic searching/algorithm Break ties: 1) cancer genes, 2) drug-actionable genes

Data Processing
Combine original data Generate 0,1 matrices

Data Download
TCGA cBioPortal
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